
 

 

FOR GROUP LEADERS 
How to use this October Action Sheet 

 
 

Our new Action Tracker  is replacing Field Reports and adds many useful new capabilities including 
individual logging, real time reports, and data visualization. Use the Action Tracker for all your 
action logging this month and click “Send Feedback” to let us know how you like it and if you run 
into any issues. You will find the Action Tracker link on your Community Dashboard or go to 
cclusa.org/actiontracker . 

This month’s Start planning your December virtual lobby meeting action asks you and your liaison to 
start thinking about your December virtual lobby meeting and what you need to start or make progress on 
during your monthly virtual gathering. Which grassroots and grasstops statements of support will make 
the greatest impression when you deliver them? Is there a community leader who is a trusted messenger 
to your member of Congress who you could include in your lobby meeting? Our goal is for our December 
lobby week to help put CCL in the strongest possible position when the new Congress starts in 2021, the 
Energy Innovation and Carbon Dividend Act is reintroduced, and climate legislation could start moving. If 
the liaison is in your chapter, perhaps ask them to lead this action.   

Since it’s almost impossible to think about anything else, this month’s Get everyone ready to safely vote 
for the climate  action aims to ensure everyone is ready to cast their vote safely and correctly before 
November 3rd.  If your chapter has the capacity, make a plan for your attendees to help their friends and 
family to vote safely and correctly too. Before your virtual gathering, ask someone to familiarize 
themselves with your state’s voting procedures and be ready to describe them and answer questions.  

A sample meeting agenda (suggested time is 45-75 minutes) 
1. Show the 2-minute “Who we are” video  to get everyone energized - 5 mins 
2. Invite your volunteers to share an action they have taken since the last meeting - 5-10 minutes 
3. If attendees have seen Alex Posner’s presentation, invite them to share something they learned or are 

thinking about after hearing him speak. If you have a big group, use breakout rooms - 5-10 minutes 
4. Do the two actions and the bonus action in the Action Sheet - 5-10 minutes each 
5. Do the laser talk exercise in the Action Sheet, either in breakout rooms or as a whole group - 10 mins 
6. End with each person stating what action they will take in the next month - 5-10 minutes 
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https://community.citizensclimate.org/dashboard
http://cclusa.org/actiontracker
https://vimeo.com/456297417

